A b st ra c tThis paper proposes a new slotted-ALOHA packet radio system with macro-diversity reception for microcellular mobile communication systems. The proposed system uses a modefied maximal ratio combining strategy, which chooses the N strongest packet signals and adds them with maximal ratio combining.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, several packet transmission schemes for micro-cellular systems have been investigated [l] - [4] to make VBR transmission effective. We have proposed a slotted ALOHA packet radio system for microcellular system with FREx Link(Fiber and Radio Extension Link) [7] , and analyzed the throughput performance [5] [6].
In the FREx Link, the central control station can adopt flexible and complex signaling, such as maximal ratio combining macro-diversity reception. Because in the FREx Link, all signal processing is made a t the control station, the MRC diversity can'be composed with several radio base stations.
In this paper, a novel micro-cellular slotted ALOHA system with macro diversity is proposed. In the proposed system, all terminals transmit packets in the same frequency channel. Each of radio base stations are connected with central control station with FREx Link, and transmit received packets t o the control station without any processing. At the control station, a modefied maximal ratio combining diversity is employed to mitigate the interference due to undesired packet signals and to improve the throughput performance.
In the modefied MRC reception strategy with the moderate hardware complexity. N strongest desired packets are first chosen and then combined according to the maximal ratio combining.
Computer simulation results show that by using proposed diversity method, the throughput performance is dramatically improved in the case that the mobile terminals distribute uniformly in the service area. Furthermore, in the case that the terminals distribute non-uniformly, higher packet success probability is obtained even in a cell where terminals are concentrated on. Radio terminals within the service area transmit packets according to the slotted ALOHA protocol. All the base stations operate at the same frequency channel in the service area. Furthermore, the time slot of the base station is synchronized.
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Fig. 2. N-branch diversity
An analytical model for the proposed system is shown in Fig 2. Since the same frequency channel is used in all the cells in the service area, all the base station can receive a packet signal transmitted from a mobile terminal in a certain cell. Therefore, when two ore more terminals transmit packets simultaneously, these packets interfere with each other and the transmissions fail.
To mitigate the performance degradation due to interference, the proposed system employs a macrodiversity reception scheme based on the maximal ratio combining.
U*, i = 1,. . ., M , and received signal vector of diversity branch be y , y can be expressed as (10) (11)
and when CINR exceeds a threshold, capture occurs
and packet transmission is made successfully.
where N is the number of BSs which construct diversity branches, Dk , Urk is received signal envelope of desired and undesired packet at the kth BS respectively, and N k is noise at the kth BS. Then total received 111. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SCHEME In this section, transmission analysis of proposed diversity scheme is made by computer simulation. signal power PT is given by where PO, Pi, N denotes the power of desired signal, interferece signals, and noise respectively. Further, Po, Pi can be expressed as
where 00, cYk are Rayleigh distributed random variables. e x o , e x k denotes power fluctuation due t o the log-normal shadowing, and $ 0 , x k are random variables whose probability density function(pdf) is expressed as U, is within range from 6 to 10 dB, d-Y denotes path loss where d is the distance between terminal and BS, and y is known to be within range from 2 to 7. In this paper, U, = 6dB and y = 4 is chosen. All terminals are assumed to transmit with equal power.
The 1 X N optimum weight vector Hopt is given by Fig.3 . Each of cell has one central BS, and terminals send packets, which is generated due to Poisson distribution, according to slotted ALOHA protocol. In proposed system, all transmitting terminals may interfere each other, but we ignore interferences from outside of 25 cells because of packet power degradation due to path loss. In this paper, we concentrate on the up link of system.
B. Composataon of Dwersaty Branch
In analysis model of fig3, the macro diversity is composed of BSs of 9 oblique-lined cells to receive desired packet generated in the center cell. From 9 received where R w , %Y is matrix Of and signals the CS choices several signals which include strong desired packet component, and extracts the desired packet signal using the maximal ratio combining
In the analysis, we assume that desired packet is received successfully when CINR (Carrier to Interference R,, = p 7 Y Y ' I (9) plus Noise Ratio) exceeds a threshold level, i.e.
Hopt = R~~R ; ;
(7) y respectively, and given by 1 reception.
R x z
Re e E denotes ensemble average, and * denotes complex conjugate transpose. Root mean square error and average CINR(Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio) are given by C I N R = -> C in this case, information of desired packet is assumed to be received correctly.
C. Szmulatzon Results
In this analysis, U, = 6dB of standard deviation of lognormal shadowing is chosen, and y = 4 is chosen as a parameter of path loss. Though these parameters are depend on frequency and distance between transmitter and receiver, we assume they are constant. Moreover C is assumed to be 12dB.
Fig4 shows throughput performance of proposed scheme in case of uniform terminal distribution. The "traffic/cell" is defined as average number of packet generated in each cell, and "throughput" is defined as the product of traffic/cell and probability that packet is successfully transmitted. Simulation result shows that higher throughput is achieved when proposed diversity scheme is used.
This effect is remarkable in the domain which traffic/cell is less than 1.0. Except 9 branch, maximum throughput of proposed scheme is less than that of theoretical result of slotted ALOHA because of cochannel interference from adjoining cells. uniform terminal distribution. This shows that using more diversity branch leads to higher packet success probability even in large traffic domain. Fig 6 shows maximum throughput against number of diversity branch. In this analysis, maximum throughput is normalized against that of without diversity. It is obvious that the more number of diversity branch is, the more improvement can be achieved, especially degree of improvement is propotional to number of branch. As traffic increases, degree of improvement decreases. This is because that according to traffic increase, interference overcomes effectiveness of diversity.
Next, the case that terminal distribution is not uniform is considered. For instance, the case terminal distribution follows two-dimensional normal distribution of fig 7 is considered. Distribution center is assumed to be center cell of considered 25 cells . Fig 8 9 shows packet success probability of desired siganal. Standard deviation of distribution is normalized with cell width.
In this case, for instance, traffic = 5 means that average number of transmission of each time slot is 5 in 25 cells. When equation (14) is satisfied, packet is assumed to be successfully transmitted.
It is shown that interference can be eliminated by proposed scheme. In the graph, smaller deviation shows concentration of terminal into center cell, but in such a case, by using more diversity branch higher packet success probability can be achieved.
Fig10 shows relation between traffic and packet success probability in case that standard deviation of terminal distribution is unity.
And fig11 shows relation between number of diversity branch and packet success probability in case that standard deviation of terminal distribution is unity.
This result shows that when traffic is comparatively small, system performance is improved significantly.
But when traffic increases, system performance improvement is degraded because of imperfection of interference cancellation. Computational simulation results show that system performance is remarkably improved in case of terminals are distributed both uniformly and non-uniformly. When terminals are uniformly distributed, increasing number of diversity branch, much higher throughput is obtained. And when terminal distribution is normal distribution, in case of lower traffic packet success probability is greatly improved. 
